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This paper provides an overview of orbital debris in low earth orbit (LEO), and the opportunities and challenges
it presents to the high-power laser ablation community. The main debris concern has been a potential slow runaway
chain reaction of hypervelocity collisions that shred tracked objects, mostly >10 cm. But nearly all direct debris costs
come from ~100X larger counts of untracked cm-size fragments that can disable working satellites without shredding
them. The population and cost of this untracked but lethal “shrapnel” are unknown. And because shrapnel is not
tracked, it cannot be avoided. We don’t even know how many satellites it has already disabled. Most such shrapnel
is likely to come from collisions between intact typically ton-class objects. Such collisions now have a ~7%/year
chance. We are unlikely to make good debris management choices until we understand future debris costs and how
different actions affect those costs. One can categorize ways of reducing future debris costs by where they interfere
in the “shrapnel life cycle.” The paper lists 8 stages in the shrapnel life cycle we can interfere with. Laser ablation
might interfere with at least 4 of these stages, by removing or relocating large debris, by nudging tracked debris to
prevent shrapnel-generating debris collisions, by finding and removing lethal shrapnel, and by nudging shrapnel to
prevent collisions with operating satellites. The paper discusses the challenges facing each type of interference, and
near-term tasks that may reduce technical risks and cost uncertainties enough to make laser ablation competitive with
other concepts. The paper also discusses economic, institutional, and diplomatic issues that may be even more
critical than the technical challenges. For example, Russia launched 2/3 of the mass now in LEO, and the launching
state has strict liability for any damage caused when it reenters. But if others deorbit or damage those objects, they
share in that liability. The military capability of suitable lasers suggests that if any country builds one, several may.
But if they coordinate operations, then a diversity of sites and weather will let several sites outperform any single
site. The paper also discusses funding commercial debris control by bounty payments, partly paid for by “parking
fees” on new objects. The paper ends with recommendations for follow-on work in many areas.
1. INTRODUCTION
The 2007 Fengyun/A-sat test created 3425 cataloged
debris fragments. In 2009, Cosmos 2251 and Iridium
33 collided and created 2294 more cataloged fragments.
This was the first high-yield accidental collision in 52
years use of low earth orbit. In March 2016, 3933
fragments from these 2 collisions are still in orbit. That
is 44% of all cataloged LEO fragments. The fraction of
smaller but still lethal “shrapnel” may be even higher.
Tracked debris gets nearly all of the attention, but it
can be avoided. Nearly all satellite losses from debris
impact will be from shrapnel far below current or planned
tracking thresholds, but with enough mass to disable a
satellite. Typical sizes may be ~1 cm and <1 gram, so
“cm-size shrapnel” is a useful description. It may be
feasible to optically detect and track much of this shrapnel
accurately enough to allow affordable avoidance, but
that seems not to be under serious consideration.
These collisions have sparked interest in ways to
remove debris. Proposals include lasers, rockets, and
tethers with nets, harpoons, or grapplers. NASA JSC
proposes stabilizing the >10 cm LEO object count by
removing the 5-10 most threatening large objects/year.1
Doing this with rockets could cost $1B/year and would
need to be continued indefinitely.2

This author advocates a more ambitious but cheaper
way to remove or relocate most shrapnel source mass:
EDDE, the ElectroDynamic Delivery Express (and also
“Debris Eliminator”). Papers on EDDE are online.3
Laser ablation might nudge debris to prevent collisions
and de-spin debris for capture, until EDDE or other
concepts remove or relocate that debris. This paper
provides an overview of orbital debris and key issues
and opportunities for laser ablation in managing debris.
Since the main direct cost of orbital debris is loss of
use of high-value assets, mostly due to untracked but
lethal shrapnel, one can develop a useful taxonomy of
ways to reduce this cost by listing stages at which one
can interfere in the “shrapnel life cycle.” There appear
to be at least 8 stages in the shrapnel life cycle and its
costs that we can interfere with. If we list them in the
order of the shrapnel life cycle, they are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Reduce mass additions to congested altitudes
Continue to reduce future explosions & breakups
Remove or collect large shrapnel source objects
Nudge debris to prevent shrapnel-making collisions
Find and remove lethal shrapnel
Find, track, and actively avoid lethal shrapnel
Put new satellites in lower orbits & reboost more
Design new satellites to tolerate larger impacts.
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High-power pulsed laser ablation might be able to
interfere in stages 3-6 of the above list in these ways:
3.
4.
5.
6.

Move large debris to less congested orbits
Nudge debris to prevent shrapnel-making collisions
Detect, track, and remove lethal shrapnel
Nudge shrapnel away from operating satellites.

Section 2 of the paper presents key characteristics
of orbital debris. Section 3 focuses on key gaps in what
we know, including debris costs. Section 4 introduces
institutional factors, and proposes bounties and parking
fees to manage LEO. Section 5 discusses challenges
facing laser debris operations. Section 6 recommends
future work in many areas, to reduce technical and other
risks and uncertainties, and allow estimation of the likely
competitiveness of laser ablation for debris management.
2. KEY ORBITAL DEBRIS CHARACTERISTICS
NASA has an Orbital Debris Program Office at
Johnson Space Center. It has issued an Orbital Debris
Quarterly Newsletter (“ODQN”) since 1996. All issues
are available online.4 It is a useful source of data and
analyses, and lists upcoming debris-related meetings.
Other useful on-line resources include refs. 5, 6, and 7.
Figures 1-12 below are all from 2009-2015 issues
of this debris newsletter. They and the text are arranged
to provide an introduction and overview of current
concerns and data about orbital debris.
The main driver of increased concern about orbital
debris is two recent large step increases in the number
of objects detected, tracked, and cataloged by the US
Space Surveillance Network (SSN), as shown below:

There were many known breakups of satellites and
rocket bodies before this due to propellant or battery
explosions, A-sat tests, fluid leaks, and other causes.
But Figure 1 shows that no other events were close to
this one in creating new tracked fragments. In addition,
this test occurred at a high enough altitude that many of
the fragments will remain in orbit for many decades.
Gradually improving industry practices are making
explosions and “mission debris” such as freely released
lens covers much less common. But rising congestion
at popular altitudes is making accidental collisions
more and more likely in both LEO and GEO.
The first unintended hypervelocity collision of two
intact space objects was in 2009, between the operating
Iridium 33 satellite and an old non-operating Russian
satellite, Cosmos 2251. The Iridium operator had been
alerted to an expected “conjunction” or close approach,
but the uncertainties in the expected miss distance were
too large for the notification to be treated as actionable.
These two events, the intentional 2007 test and the
accidental 2009 collision, have together created 44% of
the total LEO fragments tracked by the SSN in March
2016. The absence of such collisions for 51 years after
Sputnik led many in the space business to a convenient
“big sky” perspective that becomes less relevant each
year. Accidental collisions between intact LEO objects
now have a ~7% chance per year. Such collisions are
likely to be the main future source of accidental debris.
The altitude distributions of catalog objects tracked
10 days before the 2007 test and 7 years later are below:

Figure 2. Tracked Objects vs Altitude in 2007 & 2014

Figure 1. Trends of Tracked Objects in Earth Orbit

Most of these objects are in low earth orbit (LEO,
<2000 km average altitude). Most of the rest are in or
near geostationary equatorial orbit (GEO, 35786 km
altitude) or GTO (an elliptical transfer orbit from LEO
to GEO). The 2007 step was from a Chinese A-sat test
against a Chinese Fengyun weather satellite at 850 km
altitude. It was by far the largest breakup in history.

Future rates of accidental debris creation
The average mass of LEO catalog objects >1 kg is
807 kg. But more massive objects are also larger, so
their chance of collision is higher. As a result, average
expected total mass in a collision of 2 intact LEO objects
of at least 1 kg mass each is ~2855 kg. This is 21%
more than the orbiting source mass in the 2007 and
2009 collisions combined. (The 2007 Fengyun A-sat
probably had a trajectory with negative perigee, so
most debris from it would deorbit before detection.)
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Future debris creation should scale roughly with the
square of the mass in congested orbits: doubling the
number of objects in orbit doubles the number of both
“impactors” and “targets.” And if the total mass rises
because objects get heavier rather than more numerous,
that increases both the yield of each collision and the
chance of collision, since more massive objects tend to
be larger. So as a first approximation, the driver for
collisional debris creation is the total mass in congested
orbits, squared. Figure 3 shows mass trends by orbit
region, from the start of the space age through 2014:

The recent solar max has been both later and milder
than usual. Implications on future cycles are uncertain.
Figure 5 shows orbit clearing estimates made in both
2009 and 2013, for the tracked fragments from the
2007 and 2009 collisions.

Figure 5. Clearing Rates Vary with Solar Activity
Figure 3. Mass Trends in Earth Orbit, by Region

The only significant downward steps were due to
reentry of Skylab in 1979 and Mir in 2001. Otherwise
the mass in orbit has been rising in all orbit regions.
Self-cleaning of LEO
Aerodynamic drag tends to clear things from LEO.
But orbit life in circular orbit scales roughly with Alt9,
so even a 30% higher altitude can give ~10X the orbit
life. Typically 60% of the orbit life is spent within 10%
of the initial altitude. Debris orbit life also varies with
debris thickness, with thicker pieces lasting longer and
also being more lethal. Air density and clearing rate
also vary greatly over the ~11-year solar activity cycle.
The combined effects of altitude and solar cycle are
shown for tracked debris from a 1985 US A-sat test:

The Cosmos/Iridium debris is clearing faster mostly
because the source object orbits were at ~8% lower
orbit altitude, but also partly because Iridium used a lot
of lightweight composites. Its debris has a ~3X higher
average A/M than debris from Cosmos and Fengyun.
Rising congestion is likely to outpace self-cleaning
Given the mass trends shown at left in Figure 3, and
a tendency for debris creation by accidental collision to
vary with the square of mass, one can understand the
rise in predicted cumulative collisions shown below in
Figure 6. One can also see why the rise depends on the
fraction of future LEO missions that use Post-Mission
Disposal or “PMD.” PMD passively or actively causes
spacecraft reentry within 25 years after end of mission,
or boosts it to a currently uncongested orbit >2000 km.

Figure 6. Cumulative Collision Rates vs Disposal Rates
Figure 4. Debris Decay vs Altitude and Solar Cycle

Even 95% compliance with a 25-year rule cannot
prevent an increase in collision rates (rising slope).
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So greatly reducing the rate of growth of LEO mass
is not enough to keep collision rates from rising. The
same newsletter article also estimates the number of
tracked >10 cm objects in LEO vs time, for the cases in
Figure 6. The results are below in Figure 7. The many
small wiggles in the population are due to faster orbit
clearing near the maximum of each future solar cycle.

But car/car collisions have ~4X larger collision
cross-sections than hubcap/car collisions do. This
cancels out the ~4/1 advantage in hubcap count.
Cars also cluster much more tightly in altitude than
hubcaps do. This raises congestion and hence collision
rates. And car/car collisions also involve 2X the mass
and have 10-100X the energy to shred it into fragments.
The costly issue is not cars or hubcaps, but shrapnel
In LEO, cars and hubcaps are tracked and can be
avoided. The planned S-band space surveillance “fence”
at Kwajalein may drive the detection threshold down to
~3-5 cm in LEO. This tracked debris gets the attention,
but it causes only a few percent of the direct losses.

Figure 7. Expected Trends in >10 cm Objects vs PMD

The fact that even 95% compliance with a 25-year
rule is expected to still result in increasing counts of
tracked >10 cm objects has led NASA to shift focus
beyond just reducing growth, to also considering active
removal. NASA suggests that it may be enough to remove
5 to 10 objects each year. But this is adequate only if
one removes the heaviest objects in congested orbits.
(Nearly all of those objects are Russian.)
All of the above information is useful, but one must
complement it with an overview of the key gaps in our
knowledge and understanding of debris. That is the
purpose of the next section of the paper.
3. KEY GAPS IN OUR DEBRIS KNOWLEDGE
Typical intact objects in LEO can be described as
“cars” because typical intact satellites and rocket bodies
are roughly the size and mass of a car. Tracked fragments
span a wide range of sizes, but most are not far above a
nominal ~10 cm tracking threshold. They can usefully
be described as “hubcaps.” “Cars and hubcaps” are also
useful terms if they help you remember that hubcaps
now outnumber cars about 4:1 in LEO.
Until recently, the main worry about orbital debris
was about whether we had crossed a threshold for a slow
chain reaction of hubcaps hitting cars and making more
hubcaps. That will eventually become the main source
of new debris, but perhaps not for another century.
Car/car vs hubcap/car collision rates
There are ~4 LEO hubcaps for each car, but the cars
have nearly all the collision target area. So one might
expect most collisions to involve one of the many
hubcaps hitting one of the large-target-area cars.

At the 2010 IAC, Ailor argued8 that the direct cost
of orbital debris is due mostly to occasional impacts by
untracked very small debris that completely disable a
satellite without shredding it. In contrast, impacts by
tracked hubcaps or cars are far less frequent, and
impacts to large solar arrays that reduce output power
and usable satellite life impose far lower added costs.
J.-C. Liou, NASA orbital debris chief scientist, says
that most future LEO spacecraft failures due to debris
impact will be due to untracked 5-10 mm fragments.
It is appropriate to refer to this as “cm-class shrapnel.”
Such shrapnel is far below both current and planned
tracking thresholds, and if we don’t track it, we can’t
dodge it. Expensive satellites tend to be larger and have
longer missions, so they may be disproportionately at
risk, even if heavier construction and shielding may let
them survive larger impacts than smaller satellites can.
Like hubcaps, cm-class shrapnel can also be created
by other breakup events. But improving practices are
reducing most such debris. In contrast, shrapnel created
by collision will increase, mostly due to collisions of
ton-class cars at congested altitudes. This will make
shrapnel from car/car collisions increasingly costly.
The 2007 and 2009 collisions have together created
44% of all LEO fragments cataloged in March 2016,
and probably a higher fraction of the lethal untracked
cm-class shrapnel. The worst future collision may be
an 8-ton Zenit hitting another 8-ton Zenit or a 3-ton
Tselina-2 satellite near 850 km altitude. Shrapnel counts
and rates of disabling impacts on satellites could more
than triple, and would stay high for many decades.
Uncertainties in shrapnel count and mass
The Goldstone and Haystack radars have been used
in staring mode to detect and estimate the size of LEO
shrapnel down to several mm across, but they do not
track those objects. Tracking is needed to allow orbit
determination. Without recovering an individual object
and measuring its orbit decay rate, we cannot estimate
its mass. Hence data from these two radars is usable only
for statistical surveys. Those surveys involve small
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numbers and uncertain interpretations. This is due to
the small sample volumes of those radars and difficulty
in accurately determining even the orbit inclination of
the shrapnel, which is usually a key clue to its source.
Uncertainties even in past losses from shrapnel
Most losses of working satellites due to shrapnel
impact may not even be correctly ascribed to impact,
so the cost of shrapnel may not be easy to quantify
even for past losses. Kelso analyzed a likely impact on
Russia’s BLITS passive laser retroreflector satellite.9
Key clues were a 0.17 second change in orbit period, a
change in spin period, a loss of retroreflection, and
(eventually) one piece of new debris apparently from
BLITS. Limited clues plus large uncertainties about
current and future shrapnel counts and lethality mean
that we really don’t know what shrapnel may have
already cost, much less what it may cost in the future.
Uncertainties in hubcap-induced breakup rates
Until recently, it was thought that most tracked
hubcaps would have enough mass to cause “catastrophic
breakup” or complete shredding of most cars. Based on
ground tests, this is thought to require ~40 j of impact
kinetic energy per gram of total mass of impactor plus
target. Impacts with less energy than 40 J/g are expected
to create far fewer new detectable fragments.
But it appears from radar size and orbit decay data
for hubcaps created by Fengyun and Cosmos/Iridium
that few of those hubcaps have enough mass to shred
the ton-class cars that have most of the target area and
mass in LEO. (Over 3/4 of the mass and 2/3 of the area
in LEO other than ISS are in >1 ton objects, and most
of the rest of the mass and area are in >500 kg objects.)
If those hubcaps are more representative of hubcaps
from typical future car/car collisions than are hubcaps
created by past less energetic breakups, then runaway of
a hubcap/car collision cascade may be far slower than
previously expected. The NASA Standard Breakup
Model distinguishes explosions from collisions, but all
collision-induced breakups with >40 J/g energy are
assumed to have the same fragment spectrum. That
may be reasonable for hubcap/car collisions with >40
J/g energy, since most such collisions will have energy
not far above that threshold. But car/car collisions may
be very different. Car/car collisions can involve much
more energy than not only hubcap/car collisions and
battery explosions but even rocket propellant explosions.
This may create far more shrapnel per unit total mass.
How car/car collisions may create shrapnel
Car/car collisions will usually involve CG offsets of
several meters, and may often involve appendages but
not both bodies. This may usually limit the directly
colliding mass to 1-10% of the total mass. But that can
still release 10-100X as much energy as ~1:1000 massratio >40 J/g hubcap/car collisions that can shred a car.

Ground tests show that direct hypervelocity impact
creates fine particles that splash out at speeds similar to
the impact speed. Typical CG offsets in car/car impacts
may allow much of that “hypervelocity hailstorm” to
miss the rest of both objects. But given 10-100X the
collision energy of a typical hubcap/car impact, even a
small part of such a high-energy storm should be able
to shred much of the rest of each object more thoroughly
than hubcap/car collisions can, and without spreading
the resulting new hubcap trajectories very much.
This seems consistent with the hubcaps ascribed to
the 2007 and 2009 collisions. Most spread out from the
trajectory of their source object at only 1-2% of orbit
velocity. This created 2 distinct debris clouds from
Cosmos/Iridium, but only 1 from Fengyun. Its A-sat
trajectory probably had a negative perigee, so nearly all
hubcaps slowly spreading out from its trajectory would
have quickly deorbited.
Shrapnel thickness and mass
Pictures of fragments from lower-velocity satellite
impact tests at Kyushu University10 (1.8 km/s, 40 J/g
energy) suggest that most shrapnel may be “shredded
sheets” that retain nearly their original thickness:

Figure 8. Kyushu University Impact Test Fragments

Lighter source materials may be why tracked
fragments from Iridium are decaying ~3X faster than
Fengyun and Cosmos fragments in similar-drag orbits.
This makes them not only far lighter and less lethal for
any given size, but also far shorter-lived.
The best basis for estimating shrapnel mass and
lifetime for future collisions may be bills of materials
of the likely source objects, including A/M for each
part. This may lead to higher estimates for numbers of
small but long-lived and lethal shrapnel, especially
from rocket bodies. Most orbital rocket bodies may use
heavier sheet materials than satellites do.
It may seem inconsistent to argue, as I do here, that
hubcaps are much lighter than expected but cm-class
shrapnel may be heavier. But NASA’s current Standard
Breakup Model for collisions predicts a 5.6X rise in
mean A/M as the characteristic length Lc drops from 56
to 18 mm, vs. much slower A/M changes for all other
size ranges. This may have resulted from fitting the
model to small debris from the SOCIT 4 impact test on
a 35 kg Transit satellite. Apparently a higher than usual
fraction of Transit’s mass was thin circuit boards.
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The most recent NASA Debris Newsletter has a plot
of fragment count vs threshold mass, for both SOCIT and
the 1985 Solwind P78 A-sat test:

Most prior hypervelocity impact tests on relevant
structures used solid impactors and impact energies not
radically above 40 J/g. For example, the SOCIT 4 test
in 1992 shot a 150g solid aluminum sphere into a 34.5
kg Transit satellite. This gave 78 J/g energy. The two
2014 tests used heavier 570g nylon-covered aluminum
cups roughly the size and shape of a coffee cup. This
makes them much more representative of scaled down
cubesats or heavy multi-wall debris fragments.
A velocity of 6.8 km/sec gave an impact energy of
235 J/g with the 56 kg DebriSat, and ~880 J/g with the
15 kg DebrisLV. These are still light/heavy small/large
tests and hence not fully representative of “car/car”
collisions of similar-mass similar-size objects. But the
fragment mass spectra from these collisions should be
somewhat closer to car/car collision mass spectra.

Figure 9. Debris Spectra, Count vs Threshold Mass

The above plot suggests a -0.7 power law fit for
count vs mass threshold. The flight data used radar
cross-section to estimate fragment sizes, plus orbit
decay rate to estimate area/mass ratio and mass of the
tracked fragments. A -0.7 power law puts most of the
mass in large tracked fragments. They pose less direct
risk per kg of disabling operating satellites than does
untracked shrapnel, but more risk of shredding large
objects they may impact.
Recent higher-energy hypervelocity impact tests
Concern about the relevance of NASA’s breakup
model to breakups involving modern satellite designs
as used by Iridium (and impact energies far above 40
J/g) led NASA and the DoD to do new impact tests in
2014, using the targets shown in Figure 10 and a lightgas gun at Arnold Engineering Development Center.11
NASA developed “DebriSat” to mimic the materials,
structure, and mass distribution of a modern satellite,
while the Aerospace Corporation developed DebrisLV
to mimic the same features of an orbital rocket body.
To reduce costs, DebriSat used mostly emulated rather
than real non-structural components.12

DebrisLV may be especially useful, because of its
high energy, and because the largely two-layer “tank”
geometry is far more similar to typical rocket bodies
than satellite-like many-layer targets are. This seems
important, since (excluding ISS) there is just as much
rocket body mass as satellite mass in LEO.
The test chamber had thick layers of foam to catch
debris. It should allow estimates of ejection velocities.
A plan to manually characterize all fragments >2mm
may delay the availability of test data for several years.
The most useful results of these tests may be the mass
spectra for both tests, and determining whether most
cm-class shrapnel does stay close to the thickness of its
source materials.
Predictions of close conjunctions
The 2007 and 2009 collisions led to a US decision to
have the US DoD’s Joint Space Operations Command
(JSpOC) provide free orbit catalog data and warnings of
conjunctions to all users of LEO. This is derived from
observations by the US Space Surveillance Network
(SSN). Close conjunctions are apparently reported to
operators with the full available accuracy, but published
orbit elements13 are less precise. Similar issues may
affect most data collected or analyzed by any military
entity, not just that published by the US JSpOC.
There have been recent steps towards commercial
telescope-based LEO and GEO observation services by
ISON and ExoAnalytics, and analysis and conjunction
prediction services by AGI’s Commercial SpOC or
“ComSpOC.” Such fee-based services are likely to see
competitive pressures to improve their observations and
predictions, to gain or retain a competitive advantage.

Figure 10. DebriSat & DebrisLV Impact Test Targets

Effects of conjunction prediction errors
If we could predict conjunctions perfectly, we would
need to move LEO objects only at an expected collision
rate of 1 every ~7 years, to prevent both hubcap/car and
car/car collisions. And the required nudge size could be
small enough for even light pressure to be workable.
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But our errors in tracking, orbit determination, and
predicting conjunctions (which also includes predicting
drag) keep us from knowing which conjunction is the
critical one. Those errors drive both how often nudging
is needed, and also how much of a nudge is needed to
prevent a collision. (The nudge must be larger than the
prediction error.) Small nudges more than a fraction of
an orbit before a collision affect mostly the horizontal
miss distance, so a 2X larger horizontal conjunction
uncertainty requires nearly doubling the nudge.

4. INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS
Besides the technical issues and uncertainties
addressed in sections 2 and 3, institutional factors also
impose key constraints. This section discusses them.
Reentry liabilities and risks
Figure 11 shows the total cataloged orbital mass
that has reentered from orbit since 1957 (about 18,000
tons). This excludes the space shuttle orbiters, which
would add another ~12,000 tons.

Most objects below 1000 km may reenter before
being shredded by collision, so any nudge that actually
prevents a collision could be more valuable than deorbit.
Can we detect and dodge most cm-class shrapnel?
You cannot dodge the shrapnel that will cause most
direct losses of working satellites unless you detect and
track it and predict its close conjunctions with those
satellites. The lethal shrapnel count may be ~100X the
hubcap count. This means ~100X as many conjunction
warnings. To be “actionable,” warnings must become
more accurate and less frequent, enough that ignoring
them costs more on the average than acting on them.
Telescopes may be more suitable here than radar. A
ground-based telescope network designed to maintain a
precise catalog requires telescopes over a wide range of
latitudes in both hemispheres to ensure that it can see
nearly all targets nearly every day, at twilight. And it
needs margin, to allow more frequent updates during
solar flares, and to accommodate variations in clear
weather. It must also have margin against bright night
skies for several nights before and after full moon.
Most of the time such a network will have a large
surplus capacity. This might be used for detection and
orbit estimation. If one looks for objects whose ground
track passes well to one side of a telescope, and tracks
them for the rest of the discovery pass, gravity-induced
curvature of the trajectory will be visible. This allows
estimation of range and orbit period, and can ease later
recovery of the new object and refinement of its orbit.
The key question is how low a brightness threshold
to size such a network for, because that drives required
telescope size, tracking agility, throughput, and cost.
The current Australian laser effort involving EOS at
Mt. Stromlo is another option: use laser illumination
and even pulsed-laser ranging to LEO debris. This allows
use of a far smaller number of sites, because one can
observe throughout the night, not just at twilight. But
costs per site are much higher. In addition, one cannot
locate laser facilities near existing observatory sites that
need dark skies. This increases site preparation costs.
Using many passive sites plus a few laser sites may
be best, because the laser sites can provide time-critical
observations, and may eventually also be able to do
laser nudging to prevent shrapnel-creating collisions.

Figure 11. Annual Reentries of Orbital Catalog Mass

Nearly all of this mass reentered due to passive
drag-induced orbit decay rather than active targeted
reentry. There are no reports of deaths or serious injury
resulting from this. But under the 1972 UN Convention
on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space
Objects,14 the launching state(s) have unlimited strict
liability for any damage their objects cause to other
countries, either on the ground or to aircraft in flight.
The only claim against the liability convention to
date was for the cost of cleaning up radioactive debris
from the USSR’s Cosmos 954 satellite. The nuclear
reactor cores for most of that program’s radar satellites
were actively separated from the satellite and boosted
into long-lived orbits. But one malfunctioned and the
reactor reentered over northwest Canada in 1978.
The US and some other countries estimate the risk
of fatality from uncontrolled spacecraft reentries, and
occasionally actively deorbit operational spacecraft
into the ocean, to keep the estimated risk <1/10,000.
This has shortened some missions, because spacecraft
have been deorbited as soon as redundancy is lost in
attitude control or other systems needed for deorbit.
Debris-removal programs that do not target the
reentry of removed debris will create exposure under
the 1972 liability convention. The risk is low, but
sensitivity to this risk can be very high. This will be
especially true if one country removes another’s
objects. Under the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, space
object ownership is independent of location and
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condition, and under the 1972 Liability Convention,
launching state(s) retain liability for any later damage,
independent of what country ends up owning a space
object. The 1972 Liability Convention also specifies
that if country A damages B’s space object (and deorbit
will damage it) and that causes a loss to C, then A will
share in the liability. Analogies to salvage rules under
maritime law seem not to be applicable here.
Objects in eccentric orbit see higher air drag near
perigee. That tends to preferentially reduce apogee.
Eccentricity scales roughly with the square root of
remaining orbit life. So orbits are nearly circular just
before reentry, and objects can reenter anywhere along
their ground track. Figure 12 shows the probability of
uncontrolled reentries avoiding land (including or
excluding Antarctica), as a function of orbit inclination.

Figure 13. Mass Ownership, Tons/Km Altitude, 4/2016

Figure 13 shows that not only is the Russian mass
highly dominant, but it is also tightly clustered in
altitude. On page 3 I argued that debris creation scales
roughly with the square of mass. This gives the very
“peaky” altitude distribution of shrapnel creation rates
shown below in Figure 14. This is based on a refined
version of my 2011 estimate15 of the actuarial risk of
creation of >1 gram shrapnel in pieces per year per km
altitude, over the altitude range of 200 to 2000 km:

Figure 14. Expected Mean Creation of >1 gram Shrapnel
by Collision of >1 kg Objects, #/year/km, 4/2016.

Figure 12. Chances of Random Reentry Missing Land

The “800 km footprint” cases assume that what
survives reentry is spread out along an 800 km track,
and indicates whether the full track length misses land.
Debris ownership and liabilities in orbit
Liability Convention signatories have liability for
damage caused in space only if they are “at fault,” but
“fault” is not defined in the convention. As practices
evolve, expected levels of duty of care evolve, so ideas
about liability for damage caused in space seem likely
to also evolve as space becomes more congested.
US debris will be far from dominant in creating new
shrapnel by debris collisions. The US did set the initial
precedent for putting objects into long-lived orbits: the
US owns all 200 of the oldest catalog objects now in
LEO, except for one owned by Canada.
By the time of the Cosmos 954 reentry in 1978, the
US and USSR had similar masses in long-lived LEO
orbits. From then until 1995, the USSR and then Russia
left large numbers of rocket bodies in long-lived orbits.
Even with improvements in practices since 1995, Russia
owns 2/3 of the non-ISS mass in LEO. And 60% of that
Russian mass is rocket bodies. Figure 13 shows the
ownership of all mass at 450-1050 km in April 2016.

The dashed line showing cumulative creation vs
altitude indicates that little shrapnel should be created
<500 km or >1020 km. And most shrapnel created at
low altitude will have short orbit life, so most of the
shrapnel problem will come from the 2/3 of the shrapnel
created between 750 and 1020 km, mostly from pairs
of intact objects in the 3 most congested parts of that
altitude range. Note that Figure 14 shows shrapnel
creation vs altitude, but creation also disperses it and
puts a far wider range of altitudes at risk, as shown
earlier in Figure 2 for the 2007 and 2009 collisions.
Removing only the intact Russian objects should
reduce LEO shrapnel creation ~86%, while removing
all intact non-Russian objects should reduce it by only
~49%. Removing just Russian rocket bodies should
reduce LEO shrapnel creation by ~58%, while removing
all non-Russian rocket bodies should reduce it by only
~15%. Even removing only the 22 8-ton Zenit rocket
bodies should reduce LEO shrapnel creation by ~15%.
An A-sat arms race?
I have been unable to envision any plausible scheme
for managing orbital debris that does not create some
anti-satellite capabilities, whether it involves lasers,
robotic capture followed by collection or removal, drag
enhancement, or nearly anything else likely to work.
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Key issues include who operates such systems, what
they are actually paid to do, with what regulation and
advance notice of target selection and operating plans,
and with what provisions for independent verification.
The military potential of pulsed-ablation lasers and
telescopes suggests that if any country builds them,
several may. But if they do coordinate operations, the
diversity of sites and weather should let them greatly
outperform any single site. And if the sites are clearly
commercial and are operated in a suitable manner,
weapons issues may be much less of a valid concern.
Diplomatic challenges relating to debris
The US has more invested in LEO than any other
country, so it made sense for it to take an early lead on
debris issues. If most future LEO shrapnel comes from
Russian objects, then LEO debris is largely a US/Russia
bilateral issue. Russia will make most of the shrapnel,
while the US makes the most targets.
The 1972 Liability Convention lets a state suffering
a loss sue any of the involved states for the full loss. But
it also lets states agree on reimbursement for different
cases like launch failures or satellite reentry. No new
UN treaties may be needed to allow handling another
state’s debris, just the owner’s permission plus a liability
reimbursement agreement with the launching states.
The actual risk of damage from reentry seems low,
based on all uncontrolled reentries to date, but it may
complicate debris negotiations. Congress may not let
the US accept any liability for foreign debris, and may
not allow direct or indirect US payment for its removal.
But removal should start with US debris anyway, even
if the debris cost reduction per object removed is less.
By the time much of the US debris has been removed,
there will be a far better grasp of value, cost, liability,
and other issues. This can guide debris negotiations.
Recycling in orbit?
At an April 2010 meeting in Moscow, Dr. Valentin
Nataluha of the Russian Foreign Ministry suggested to
a colleague that deorbiting rocket bodies is wasteful,
and that recycling in orbit is preferable. This poses
many practical problems, but may make sense in the
long run, partly because thorough recycling may be the
main key to the viability of any sustainable large-scale
expansion of human activity beyond earth.
The EDDE vehicle mentioned on page 1 may be able
to move most LEO debris mass to recycling facilities at
less congested altitudes faster than it can deorbit it, since
most of that mass is tightly clustered in orbit inclination,
as shown in Figure 15 (for 2011 data). For affordable
collection, objects must have the same orbit plane (both
orbit inclination and ascending node). Nodal regression
rates vary with altitude and inclination. This should let
most mass be delivered to several recycling locations at
less congested altitudes within a decade or two.

Figure 15. Tons at 500-1000 km in 2011, per 0.2o Incl. Bin

Even simple processing may allow useful products,
such as debris and radiation shielding “shingles” cut
from rocket tanks. But such shingles may have to be
delivered to a lower-inclination customer orbit, such as
that of the ISS. A recycling scenario from collection
through delivery is described in a recent US patent.16
Note that even selective recycling can ventilate an
object well enough that what is not recycled is far more
likely to burn up during reentry. This may greatly
reduce liabilities resulting from uncontrolled reentries.
If recycling becomes realistic, then laser ablation
roles might include nudging to prevent collisions,
torqueing large objects to stabilize their drag area or
ease capture, and other support activities.
What USG agency should lead US debris efforts?
Under current US National Space Policy,17 NASA
and DoD are tasked to:
Pursue research and development of technologies and
techniques, through the Administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and
the Secretary of Defense, to mitigate and remove onorbit debris, reduce hazards, and increase understanding
of the current and future debris environment;

This does not task either DoD or NASA to remove
debris, but to do R&D, which can inform future policy
decisions. Neither agency seems interested in debris
removal, perhaps because it may not come with enough
funding, and will be a distraction from existing roles.
Bounty hunting for debris
It is possible that no USG agency should get this
new role. A DoD lead will raise foreign concerns about
new A-sats, and US worries about stimulating efforts
by potential adversaries. NASA would see a need for
“9s” of reliability. Bounty payments to appropriately
regulated commercial entities may be the most effective
option, and one that can also encourage other countries
to participate. The government lead would have to be a
regulatory agency like the FAA or FCC.
Page 1 of this paper has a list of 8 stages at which
one can interfere with the “shrapnel life cycle” and its
costs. This poses a problem for program managers:
how can one select the best option? This is especially a
problem since each of those 8 life cycle stages allows
several different options for intervention.
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A related and equally critical issue is what a program
manager should do about operations having anomalous
outcomes or side-effects. It seems critical to assess the
cost implications of anomalies and adjust any payments
appropriately. This requires a standardized evaluation
method that is accepted by all competing entities.

Parking fees in LEO?
LEO and GEO are both commons. Like all commons,
they are degraded by overuse. Garrett Hardin argued
that overuse tends to outpace technical fixes and requires
regulation, which is “mutual coercion, mutually agreed
upon by the majority of the people affected.”18

If one wants an “honest horse race” between a wide
range of intervention options, ranging from robotic
capture and removal to preventing car/car collisions by
laser nudging, the evaluation method will have to be
broad enough to allow calculation of the cost impacts
of both successful and anomalous interventions over
the full range of economically competitive interventions.

Parking space is another commons. Shoup argued19
that free parking has many high indirect costs in cities.
One cost of “free parking in LEO” is a proliferation of
dead satellites and rocket bodies in long-lived orbits.
Another is that if LEO users will not pay parking fees
equal to bounties needed to fund removals equal to
what users add to LEO, it is hard to justify allocating
any general funds to clean up LEO.

If one can do that, then one can set up a bounty
program that pays for “quantifiable net benefits” such as
calculable changes in the mean expected future cost of
debris. Care is required to preclude “gaming” of the
rules by those who will look for ways to claim bounties
without providing an actual useful net benefit.
A bounty program might be structured to pay for
“any measurable net debris cost reduction.” Some key
features of a bounty program might include:
1. Bounties can be limited to commercial entities that
are licensed, regulated, & required to post ops plans.
2. Bounties are for net removal of debris costs; any
new debris costs automatically reduce that bounty.
3. Maximum bounty payments should be less than the
present value of expected discounted future savings.
4. Bounty funding by the USG should be kept less than
the value to the USG itself (NASA, DoD, etc.).
5. Bounties can rise if other countries provide funding.
This seems feasible if they can also claim bounties,
up to a limit set by their funding contributions.
6. Bounties can start low and gradually rise until debris
cost reduction businesses become viable.
7. Wholesale reduction of debris and its future costs
will cause later bounty payments to decrease.
A key question for laser nudging to prevent collision
is how to set appropriate payment levels. As long as
conjunction predictions have non-trivial uncertainties,
the goal of nudging is to drive down the probability of
an already improbable but very costly collision. Bounty
payments should scale with that change in probability.
To prevent gaming of a bounty system, the needed
calculations of probability must be accurate, but stable
enough to build a business on. Similar calculations
seem needed for any non-bounty scenario that involves
multiple potentially competing options, if the funding
method is intended to be cost-effective.
A bounty program could also pay for detection plus
orbit estimation of new “actionably trackable shrapnel,”
based on net cost savings enabled by active avoidance.

We now allow “25 years free parking after a mission
ends.” But in crowded cities, parking fees start when
you arrive, and vary with congestion and vehicle size.
In return for providing general funds to clean up LEO,
Congress could require US users of LEO to pay parking
fees that pay for bounties that compensate for net new
debris costs the users add. Coordinated foreign bounty
programs and parking fees could soon follow, especially
if they are needed to get new foreign launch business.
Fair competition between new and old LEO users
suggests that debris costs from old objects should be
charged to general funds and not users, if design and
operations complied with regulations and practices of
the time. These issues suggest both floors and ceilings
on parking fees, and may help frame a wider and much
overdue discussion of parking, in both LEO and GEO.
Economist Arthur Pigou proposed what are now
called “Pigovian taxes,” to ensure that known “negative
externalities” are adequately weighted in market-driven
decisions.20 The flip side of this is subsidies like bounty
payments, to encourage acts with positive externalities.
In the case of fisheries, acceptance of regulation has
often been “too little, too late” to maintain commercial
viability. Fishing and urban congestion may have little
in common with debris in LEO, but retaining outdated
mindsets may be enough.
The 25-year rule has been a useful first step, but it is
not enough, even with better enforcement. Our ability to
ensure sustainable use of LEO may depend on how soon
and how much we choose to learn about shrapnel, its
trends and costs, and ways to reduce them, and how soon
that new knowledge leads us to develop adequate ways
to regulate use of the LEO commons.
The same general issue arises with GEO as well, but
with GEO having higher total asset value, longer orbit
lives, slower collisions, and an even greater uncertainty
in debris costs. But commercial ownership of most GEO
assets may cause negotiations to occur in a different
forum than for LEO. That may be useful.
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5. CHALLENGES FOR LASER DEBRIS OPS
Much of this section may be unnecessary for laser
ablation experts. But providing a general overview of
the concepts seems like the easiest way to discuss key
challenges that may be specific to debris management.
In 1995-96, NASA and the USAF funded study of
the “Orion” concept for Laser Orbital Debris Removal
(“LODR”) by pulsed laser ablation.21 Since then Claude
Phipps and his colleagues have extended and refined that
work. Figure 16 is copied from22 with permission. Please
study that paper and its references to learn more about
this specific concept than is presented here.

The laser-to-force coupling coefficient may be as
high as 200N/MW. This is 50,000X higher than light
pressure. But it is available only from very intense
pulses. That very high multiplier is the reason for the
interest in laser ablation for orbital debris removal.
The most important single surface to test may be
painted metal rocket body skins, since rocket bodies
may create roughly half the future lethal shrapnel. The
Ukrainian company Yushnoye designed and made
many of the Russian rocket bodies. The paint used is
apparently terrestrial-type, to protect the rocket until
launch. It seems worthwhile to get samples of these
and other painted surfaces for ablation coupling tests.
Another key surface is solar panels. If much more
laser energy is absorbed below the coverglass surface
than at its top surface, the first pulse may blow the glass
off. That will give a high impulse, but it will also create
fine new debris.
In lab tests, the energy threshold for pulsed ablation
scales with Sqrt(Duration): energy must arrive faster
than it can diffuse away thermally. But paints and some
solar cells absorb energy over microns of depth. This
may set a minimum pulse duration, below which pulse
energy cannot drop with Sqrt(Duration). But extreme
intensity may enhance absorption at surface defects.

Figure 16. Phipps et al. 2011 LODR Concept

In 2014 Phipps shifted his focus from ground based
to space-based lasers.23 Space basing allows much closer
passes to targets and hence smaller optics and lasers. It
also eliminates laser beam dispersion and atmospheric
absorption. This allows use of 355nm UV instead of 532
or 1064nm wavelengths. This further reduces telescope
size. Better absorption also reduces ablation thresholds.
Space-based lasers can also be used for GEO, not just
LEO. But these benefits all come at the cost of flight vs
ground hardware. Both options deserve technical work, as
well as careful evaluation of their likely effectiveness.
Ablation thresholds and coupling coefficients
All light has momentum proportional to its energy.
Reflecting vs absorbing it can double the force. If the
reflection is both full and specular, the light force is
normal to the surface. But light forces are very small:
9 newtons per km2 for a perfect reflector normal to the
sun, 1AU from the sun. This force may still be able to
provide enough of a nudge to prevent collisions, if orbit
determination and prediction are very accurate. This is
the basis of the NASA Ames LightForce concept.24
If a laser pulse is intense enough, it can provide
radically higher impulse for the same total incident
energy, because it can vaporize and blow material off
the surface, without heating the bulk material much.
The thrust pulse is always normal to the surface and
need not align with the laser beam.

Hence realistic testing is important. It should use
the planned wavelength, pulse duration, and intensity,
with a suitably aged target surface if feasible. Multiple
pulses are needed, in vacuum, because both ablation
and exposure to air between pulses may affect surface
properties and coupling coefficients.
It is also useful to find optical observables that
correlate well with the delivered impulse. That allows
better control of the total impulse delivered during each
pass, and should allow use of a smaller laser system.
It also may be worthwhile to look for materials with
high coupling coefficients and low ablation thresholds.
Patches of such materials on future satellites and rocket
bodies could ease laser nudging. But it may be hard to
find a material that is easily ablated by laser but also
has long-term stability in LEO (even to small impacts).
Adaptive optics + lucky imaging (AO/LI)
Earth-based telescopes with aperture >10cm usually
have their resolution limited less by diffraction, than by
irregular local temperature variations in the air moving
across the beam path with the wind. Most such “seeing”
problems occur near the ground, but some occur near
10 km, near the troposphere/stratosphere transition.
“Adaptive optics” can compensate for this over a
very small field of view. It uses sensors that view a
bright object through different parts of the telescope’s
aperture area, to continuously control the warping of a
small flexible secondary mirror within the telescope.
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Getting diffraction-limited resolution is harder for
larger mirrors, shorter wavelengths, and views further
from zenith. Adaptive correction is also harder during
the day, due to larger local air temperature variations.
“Lucky imaging” can greatly improve resolution,
with or without adaptive optics. As the wind moves air
parcels cross the beam, image quality fluctuates, even
with adaptive optics. The image is sometimes far better
than average. Lucky imaging involves taking video or
faster imagery, and later selecting, aligning, and adding
the best frames of faint objects. The best visible “AO/LI”
resolution from the 5m Hale telescope at Palomar is now
twice that of the 2.4m Hubble Space Telescope.25
To trigger ablation at ~1000 km range, we must do
at least this well most of the time, not just on the best
days. This may be feasible, for two reasons. One is that
we have bright targets, lit by the sun or a second laser.
This improves adaptive error sensing. We can also be
extremely selective about when we pulse the ablation
laser. We can take ~1 kHz target imagery, evaluate its
sharpness in real time, and pulse the high-power ablation
laser only when the corrections are good enough.
Orbital motion of a target that is nearly overhead
requires that outgoing pulses be aimed to “lead” the
target image by ~10 arc-seconds. It is easy to do this
accurately, but it complicates adaptive corrections for
high-altitude beam disturbances. At 10 km altitude,
outgoing pulses are displaced ~0.5m from the incoming
image. But the wind that moves air parcels across the
beam is much faster at 10 km than near the ground, so
it should be feasible to distinguish those effects and
correct for them with the right high-altitude offset, over
most of the telescope aperture. This requires a small
final adjustment from imaging to laser pulsing
correction.
Another option for adaptive correction is Brillouin
Enhanced Four Wave Mixing, or BEFWM.22 It uses an
incoming image to directly modify a non-linear medium
to correct an outgoing beam. The challenge is the ~10
arc-second lead between image and outgoing pulse.

The other facility is at Mt. Stromlo in Australia. It is
at only 35oS, but it already does satellite laser ranging,
and has a funded program on orbital debris with RMIT.
Maximum range trades
The design range for pulsed ablation has to exceed
the target altitude by enough margin to allow ablation
before and/or after zenith, on passes somewhat to either
side of the laser facility, on surfaces angled to the laser
beam. But system costs increase with maximum range,
so one should not design for a longer range than needed.
Figure 14 suggests that it is worth trying to nudge
targets at up to ~1000 km altitude, but not much higher.
I assume a maximum range of 1200 km (34.5o from
zenith for a target at 1020 km altitude), on a surface
normal to the beam. This can deliver the same intensity
at 1100 km range (26o from zenith at 1000 km altitude)
on a surface tilted 33o to the beam. Targets below 1000
km can get the same intensity at larger zenith and
incidence angles. Phipps and others have used much
larger design zenith angles and hence design range
values. That drives costs and may not be necessary.
A larger laser pulse allows use of a larger “hot
spot” and a smaller mirror. If the primary targets for a
laser are smaller than a typical 0.3-0.5 m ablation spot
size (eg, for removing small debris), the best design
will use a larger mirror, to focus a smaller laser pulse
onto a smaller area. But if the main goal is to remove
or nudge objects that are mostly larger than the hot
spot, then a smaller mirror with a larger laser should
allow larger delivered impulses at lower cost.
High-power beams distort their own propagation
through air unless the beam diameter is large enough.
Figure 17 below, from a 2010 paper,27 shows various
constraints. A 25kJ 10 nanosec pulse seems compatible
with a 9.5m diameter mirror:

Pulses directed at small debris will engulf the target.
But on large objects, we can aim at specific spots, to get
the best combination of nudge size, direction, and torque.
Torque can cause a slow in-plane tumble, to make drag
more predictable. This aids conjunction predictions.
Tumbling or even libration can also improve ablation
opportunities, by giving better orientations during later
passes. We can also torque an object to stop a tumble,
to ease capture by a debris removal device.
Besides Palomar, two other existing facilities may
be very useful for testing AO/LI for pulsed ablation. One
is Canada’s PEARL observatory.26 It is at 80oN latitude,
is operated and accessible all year, and studies the arctic
atmosphere from 0 to 100 km at a very dry site.

Figure 17. The Orion propagation chart. Beam fluence in
the atmosphere is set by plasma ignition requirements
on a distant target. Strehl ratio S = 0.25; atmospheric
transmission T = 0.85, and  = 1.06m.
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Nudging debris to prevent possible collisions
Rather than deorbiting an object, it may be enough
to nudge it enough to prevent collisions. The useful
effect of a small nudge is a slow secular along-track
drift of -3 t V. This is 260m/day per mm/sec of alongtrack nudge, in a direction opposite the nudge. By
comparison, vertical or out-of-plane nudges have only
a periodic effect, of maximum amplitude +1000
seconds of the nudge V. Hence timely along-track
nudges have an effect larger by a factor of 260/day.
The nudge required varies with the closeness and
uncertainty of the conjunction, and inversely with lead
time between nudge and conjunction. Nudging debris
near 1000 km altitude 1 day before conjunction may
typically require of order a ~1 mm/sec V.
Deorbiting objects prevents all later opportunities
for collision, but requires 200m/sec deboost V from
typical debris altitudes. This is 200,000X more than a 1
mm/sec nudge. It even exceeds a 50,000 advantage of
ablation over light force. This makes nudging attractive
even if objects must eventually be nudged many times.
The most serious challenge for laser nudging is that
nudging to prevent a collision is time-critical. One
cannot wait days or weeks for a combination of clear
weather, stable air, and a good pass geometry. On the
other hand, a nudge can be to either of two objects, and
either forward or back, whichever is easiest or best.
Both the uncertainties in a conjunction and the effect of
a nudge scale with warning time, so it makes sense to
start early even when the uncertainty is large.
This is particularly important for pairs of objects
whose orbit inclinations sum to nearly 180o, because
such objects occasionally travel nearly head-on. Then
along-track nudges are far less effective than usual. As
Figure 15 shows, this unfortunately involves the 2 most
popular inclination bands, 81-83o (36% of the mass at
500-1000 km, almost all Russian), and the 97-99o sunsynch band (23% of the mass; used by most countries).
For such pairs of objects at overlapping altitude,
there is a greatly enhanced chance of collision twice
per year as the orbit planes regress through each other,
because “wrong-way drivers” pose more risk than cross
traffic. In addition, hubcaps and shrapnel created by
such a collision will stay near those inclination bands
but spread in altitude. This poses periodically enhanced
risks to many satellites at the other inclination.
On the other hand, the timing of head-on episodes
is predictable months in advance. This allows time to
adjust worrisome pairs of objects so they are less likely
to have the same altitude when they approach head-on.
At present, there is little altitude overlap between the
most congested regions in the two inclination bands,
but differing orbit decay rates for different objects may
change that in coming decades.

Adjusting target dynamics and drag
As noted earlier, impulses on large objects can be
directed to specific locations on the object, to get the
best combination of impulse, impulse direction, and
torque. Impulses of several newton-sec delivered far
from the CG can affect debris attitude dynamics. At the
time of a pulse, the target’s image and orientation have
to be very clear, so with the proper offset, we can put a
“hot spot” anywhere that faces the laser well enough.
Either stabilizing a debris object near the vertical or
stimulating a slow in-plane spin can make its drag more
predictable. That can reduce errors in future conjunction
predictions, and hence the required frequency and size
of future nudges. If we do this to ~5 objects/day, then
most large LEO debris may have more predictable drag
within a year. This will reduce the number and size of
nudges required. Controlling tumbling or libration can
also allow a larger along-track nudge component on
later passes. Finally, we can even stop debris tumbling,
to ease later capture by a debris removal device.
Laser site selection
The range to a target depends not only on altitude
and along-track position, but also on the offset of the
orbit path from the laser site. If the offset is much less
than the target altitude, the offset adds little to line-ofsight range or to beam spreading in the atmosphere.
Figure 18 shows how laser site latitude affects the
frequency of orbit passes that are “close enough” to
fixed sites on earth. If the latitude is too high, as at site
A, there are no close passes. If it is too low, as at site C,
then the paths may be far enough apart that close passes
occur infrequently—or even never, if the paths repeat
each day. But at site B, slightly further from the pole
than the orbit, there are 5 good passes in a row each day:

Figure 18. Near-Polar Orbit Paths
The best “site B” latitude will vary with how far a
target’s orbit is from the poles. Figure 15 showed the
orbit inclinations of the mass at 500-1000 km average
altitude. It spans only 60-100o, but the cumulative
fraction shows that this includes >95% of the total
mass in this altitude range. If not nudged, this mass
will create ~90% of the long-lived shrapnel created by
accidental collisions >500 km.
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Only 15% of the shrapnel from accidental collisions
should come from collision of objects that are both >10o
from polar orbit, and only 1% from objects both >20o
from polar orbit. So a site at 70-80o latitude (N or S)
may be best for target access to at least one of the
targets in nearly all collisions. But most high-latitude
sites have bad weather and seeing and high site support
costs, so more sites at lower latitudes may make sense.
A more serious challenge for sites at latitudes >60o
is months of continuous bright skies or even sunlight.
Most intact objects are large and bright enough that a
good telescope will be able to see them even during the
day. But larger temperature variations in air near the
ground will increase beam spreading, and skylight will
reduce contrast and adaptive sensor performance.
But if the target is illuminated by a separate laser
telescope and we use narrow-band filters on the pulsedlaser telescope adaptive optics sensor, good correction
may be feasible. Combined with very selective laser
pulse timing, we may still achieve good enough pulse
focus on a high enough fraction of pulses for one site to
be able to prevent most debris collisions.
If daytime operation is not workable, then at least
one Arctic and one Antarctic site may be needed. Most
of Antarctica’s coast is at 66-78oS, and the north coasts
of Siberia, Norway, the Canadian mainland, and Alaska
are all near 70oN. Ship-based support logistics may be
workable, if sites near those coasts are suitable.
Key specs for a possible laser-nudging system
The Steward Mirror Laboratory at the University of
Arizona in Tucson makes on-axis and off-axis mirrors
up to 8.4m diameter, for ~$20M. To trigger ablation at
up to 1200 km range, an 8.4m mirror is large enough, if
used with 1064 nm 10 nanosec pulses of 15-20kJ energy.
Even 20kJ pulses with an 8.4m mirror should fit the
SRS (Stimulated Raman Scattering) limit in Figure 17.
Multi-mirror telescopes are also an option, but mirror
gaps should be kept small to minimize beam losses.
I assume here that the average impulse delivered to
targets at 1000 km altitude equals an ablation Cm of
200 Newtons/MW from 5kJ of a 15-20kJ emitted pulse,
with the other energy not focused enough for ablation.
That is 1 newton-second impulse per pulse. If half that
impulse is along-track on the average, then a 1mm/sec
along-track nudge on a 1.4 ton rocket body requires 3
pulses. Most of the 8-ton Zenit rocket bodies are near
840 km altitude rather than 1000 km, so we should be
able to get ablation from >5kJ. And we can nudge them
when they are further from zenith, for a higher alongtrack impulse component. Zenits may need ~10 pulses
for a 1mm/sec along-track nudge. Other targets should
need fewer pulses. We will need more pulses if we cannot
immediately detect how much ablation each pulse actually
causes. And we may often need nudges >1 mm/sec, if

the time between nudge and conjunction is short or if
the conjunction uncertainties are large.
Overall, the design requirement for a heat-capacity
laser may be ~10 pulses of 15-20kJ during the best part
of a pass (perhaps 10-30 seconds). Then the laser may
need to cool off for perhaps an hour. But if most targets
require far fewer than 10 pulses, several nudges may be
feasible in a row, without any cooling “down time.”
6. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Laser ablation at up to 1200 km range is challenging.
Work in many areas is needed to rule out fatal flaws
and non-fatal but very costly problems. I particularly
encourage students to consider all areas below, as a
timely pairing of “new wine and new bottles.”
Shrapnel costs, trends, and sensitivities
We know little about the current and future costs of
lethal shrapnel, so we do not know how much we can
justify spending to reduce it. Ref. 15 was an attempt to
estimate costs and cost sensitivities. All aspects of that
analysis can be improved. Better estimates of shrapnel
count, lethality, and cost could clarify the value of the
shrapnel life cycle interventions on page 1. Even “bills
of materials” with component A/M are useful, since
they can indicate what collisions of those objects may
create. Decision-makers need $-based figures of merit.
If debris specialists do not provide them, then less
relevant factors will drive program decisions.
Ablation target testing
The most useful ablation test targets may be painted
metal, solar panels, and MLI. Ukraine-based Yuzhnoye
made most of the rocket bodies now in LEO. They can
provide useful paint test samples. It is also very useful
to identify optical observables that correlate with the
delivered impulse. That allows better control of nudging
impulse during each pass, and a smaller laser system.
Adaptive optics + lucky imaging (AO/LI)
A unique combination of challenges in these areas
may appeal to some instrument-oriented astronomers
and students. It may have other payoffs, including better
diagnostics of some satellite failures in LEO.
Laser system refinement and analysis
Actual system specs will depend on the results of
ablation tests and AO/LI performance tests during night
and day, and on any improvements in debris tracking.
We need to estimate collision prevention capability as
a function of site count, location, and cost.
Fleshing out bounty and parking fee concepts
Bounties for reducing debris costs, and parking fees
for adding to them, seem like the leanest, fairest, and
most efficient funding option. Technical, regulatory,
legal, political, diplomatic, and other implications of
these concepts and other options all merit study.
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International issues
A challenge to most concepts for cleaning up LEO
is that 2/3 of the mass in LEO is owned by Russia. This
need not be an immediate problem, since US efforts
should start with US debris. But Russia must be a part
of any program to reduce the cost of debris, rather than
just reducing future cost growth. Nudging or removing
just Russian rocket bodies will cut shrapnel creation more
than nudging or removing all non-Russian mass.
Any laser system that can cause ablation at 1200 km
range has inherent A-sat capability. To prevent an arms
race, such lasers probably need international oversight
and access and advance posting of all targeting plans.
The focus of this paper has been LEO, but ensuring
that LEO and GEO both remain usable requires active
management and regulation. Bounties and parking fees
may be less draconian and painful than other options of
similar effectiveness. And they can be enacted, funded,
and operated independently by each country on its own
schedule. Broad acceptance will change perspectives
on acceptable duty of care and the undefined term “fault”
in the 1972 Liability Convention. That may lead to full
acceptance, especially if getting new foreign launch
business requires effective action on debris.
I would like to correspond with anyone who wants
to study any of the concepts and issues discussed in
this paper. Please contact me at tether@cox.net.
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